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June 4, 2019
Hi everyone,
I was hoping that a reminder of this sort would not have to be sent at this point of the school.
Some of our students think that it’s OK to not follow directions, not listen to their teachers, act rude and
disrespectful to their peers and teachers and continue to argue their way out of situations.
The feeling is that there are no consequences left so why should they comply with what is being asked
of them. This is not the case. I will make a decision on Wednesday morning whether or not a student is
invited to attend the Zoo field trip tomorrow. Because some students think they have nothing to lose,
they think that they can say and do anything they want.
After consulting with the staff Wednesday morning, I will make the decision if they go or stay at
school. We are looking not only for 80% compliance on their behavior sheet. We are also looking for
behaviors that exemplify our values of Honesty, Responsibility, Kindness, Peacemaking and above all,
Respect.
What I do not want to happen is for the student to say: “I'm not coming to school because I can’t go to
the zoo”. I also don’t want the parent to make the decision to keep a student home simply because the
student may not end up going to the Zoo.
You can direct any comments or concerns to Mr. Bill
Thanks… and have a talk with your children tonight. We have so many students who are so excited
about the trip tomorrow and the field day on Thursday. They are really trying their best to set the good
example for their classmates!
Bill

"To be happy... free your heart from hatred, free your mind from worries, live simply, give more, expect
less." (unknown)
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